
CHEMISTRY STUDIES

As it studies matter at its most basic level, there is much overlap between chemistry and other science subjects.
Chemical processes and the composition of.

Spectroscopy - Spectroscopy examines the interactions between matter and electromagnetic radiation as a
function of wavelength. History of Chemistry A basic chemical hypothesis first emerged in Classical Greece
when Aristotle defined the four elements of fire, air, earth, and water. It is important to keep in mind that
although scientists often follow this sequence, there is flexibility. The control group contains every feature of
the experimental group except it is not given the manipulation that is hypothesized. Proposing a Hypothesis
Recall that a hypothesis is an educated guess that can be tested. History of nanotechnology â€” history of the
study of manipulating matter on an atomic and molecular scale History of oenology â€” history of the science
and study of all aspects of wine and winemaking except vine-growing and grape-harvesting, which is a
subfield called viticulture. Additional reporting by Traci Pedersen, Live Science contributor. Thermodynamics
and quantum mechanics are two of the important branches of physical chemistry. Proteins are complex
molecules composed of from to or more amino acids that are chained together and folded into
three-dimensional shapes necessary for the structure and function of every cell. In a neutral atom, the
negatively charged electrons balance out the positive charge of the protons. Some molecules contain one or
more unpaired electrons, creating radicals. A teenager notices that his friend is really tall and wonders why.
Most radicals are comparatively reactive, but some, such as nitric oxide NO can be stable. Examples of such
substances are mineral salts such as table salt , solids like carbon and diamond, metals, and familiar silica and
silicate minerals such as quartz and granite. Forensic chemists use a wide variety of analyzation methods, such
as chromatography, spectrometry and spectroscopy. Biochemistry - Biochemistry is the branch of chemistry
concerned with the chemical reactions that occur inside living organisms. Importantly, this laser ablation
technique can easily capture fingermarks on porous surfaces, such as cardboard on which traditional forensic
methods have not been very successful. Combinatorial Chemistry - Combinatorial chemistry involves
computer simulation of molecules and reactions between molecules. Thermochemistry involves the study of
thermal effects of chemical reactions and the thermal energy exchange between processes. Matter can be a
pure chemical substance or a mixture of substances. Matter can be studied in solid, liquid, gas and plasma
states , in isolation or in combination. The tool focuses a laser â€” using mirrors and optical fibers â€” onto a
surface containing a fingermark. They advise both doctors and patients about the dosages, interactions, and
side effects of certain medications. History of chemicals. Although all the nuclei of all atoms belonging to one
element will have the same atomic number, they may not necessarily have the same mass number; atoms of an
element which have different mass numbers are known as isotopes. A variable is any part of the experiment
that can vary or change during the experiment. Five branches There are five main branches of chemistry, each
of which has many areas of study.


